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Effie Taylor, ICN President, 1937-1947

After the War – Consequences
1944: In October 1944, ICN President Effie Taylor (read more) re-convened what remained of
the ICN organisation during an informal conference at the Henry Hudson Hotel in New York.
(Brush et al. 1944) During the meeting, the ICN leaders learned of the work being done by
nurses throughout the world despite the devastation and handicaps of war. They learned too
that the ICN Executive had continued to develop new and progressive nursing programmes for
the advancement of nursing education and practice. Taylor hoped that peace would prevail.
In October 1945, Effie Taylor, writing in the first edition the International Nursing Bulletin,
spoke of the six-year gap that had elapsed since the ICN Board of Directors had last met
in London in July 1939, and of the hardships and personal distress that members who had
gathered at that London meeting had endured during the intervening years of the Second
World War, but that their lives had been spared and they had kept in touch with each other. It
is worth noting the words of Lynaugh and Brush (1999) when they attempted to place these
years into modern focus:
“Despite wars, political and economic chaos and racial and religious strife the
International Council of Nurses (ICN) has been held together for 100 years by a
'special glue' concocted by dedicated nurses. Its ingredients: friendship, collegial
support and enthusiasm. Today ICN is still thriving, leading and representing
nurses from all over the world.” (Lynaugh & Brush 1999)
The editorial presented a snapshot of international aspects of nursing and nursing education,
outlining how nursing had continued in its service to humanity throughout the world. Taylor
acknowledged that the nurses’ job was not done when the war ended and their services had
not been dispensed with when the wounds of the battle-fronts were healed. They knew their
work lay ahead of them. The first edition also explored post graduate nursing educational
programmes in accepting that the future of professional nursing was dependent upon
internationally oriented educational programmes. While it was almost universally accepted
that education for nurses should be available in all countries, it was acknowledged that
postgraduate nursing need not be limited to national boundaries. Libraries needed to be built
up by national nurses’ associations to educate and inform nurses of international programmes
available worldwide, including those provided by ICN. (ICN 1945)
In the second edition of The International Nursing Bulletin, an appeal for material aid for nurses
in devastated countries was made, including uniforms, uniform accessories, funds for the
hospitalisation of sick nurses and professional literature. It was estimated that the number
of nurses in need totalled 650,000, mainly in European countries, China and the Philippines.
Appeals for help were sent to national nurses’ associations of Canada, United States, Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa and India.
Nursing in many countries in Europe was then at a crossroads as during the war years they
had been cut off from the world. In 1946, during the period of re-construction, ICN Executive
Director, Anna Schwarzenberg (read more), commenced a tour of European countries. On
visiting Great Britain, the former ICN home, she found “so much destroyed, so many friends
gone.” But, also due to increased interest in nursing in Britain, improvement in nurses’ salaries
and a single pension plan were in the process of being formulated. The Registered Nurses’
Association of France had centralised in its office all requests for employment as the need for
well-qualified nurse administrators and public health nurses was acute.
Lynaugh J E; Brush B L (1999) The ICN story – 1899-1999 International Nursing Review Jan/Feb; 46(1): 3-8.
References: Brush et al. (1944) 117; Minutes, unofficial conference of the ICN, New York, 6-7 October ICN archives, Geneva
ICN (1945) Editorial: Snapshot of the International aspects of nursing and nursing education International Nursing Bulletin Vol I
(1) October:1-3
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Anna Schwarzenberg
Princess Anna Schwarzenberg (d.1954) was born in Austria into the royal family of that
country. She trained as a nurse at the Rudolfinerhaus in Vienna and at the Royal College of
Nursing and Bedford College (University of London), followed by an advanced course in nursing
administration at Columbia University in the US. After returning to Austria, she held a post
as Instructor at a School of Nursing at Gratz. A dynamic personality, Miss Schwarzenberg (as
she preferred to be called) also spoke seven languages and was a courageous and outspoken
leader, which contributed to her success as Executive Secretary of ICN, a position she held
from 1935-1947.
Bridges, DC (1967). A History of the International Council fo nurses1899-1964: The first Sixty-Five Years. Pitman medical
Publishing Co. Ltd., London.
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Effie Taylor
Effie Taylor was born in Ontario, Canada and entered Johns Hopkins School of Nursing in 1904
graduating with a diploma in 1907. She remained at Johns Hopkins until 1922, working her
way up the ladder to associate principal. She took a position as superintendent of Connecticut
Training School which was to become Yale University School of Nursing. From 1932 to 1936.
she was president of the National League of Nursing Education. Between 1926-1944, she was a
professor of nursing in psychiatry at Yale and in 1934 became the second Dean of Yale's School
of Nursing between 1934-1944. She was superintendent of nurses at New Haven Hospital from
1923 to 1934 and became the first professor of psychiatric nursing in the world. In 1934, she
was appointed the second dean of the Yale School of Nursing, a position she held until 1944. In
1937, she became president of ICN.
Taylor served as a nurse in the army during both World Wars. Throughout her life,
she advocated women's rights, greater respect for nurses, and the need for a deeper
understanding of patients' needs She is also well known for her development and
implementation of patient-centered care, with an emphasis on the emotional and intellectual
life of the patient.

Effie Taylor, ICN President, 1937-1947

American Association for the History of Nursing https://www.aahn.org/taylor
Sanc cooperative.org: https://snaccooperative.org/ark:/99166/w69w2635
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ICN continues to support nurses and nursing associations in times of disaster. In 2019, we
facilitated a disaster management workshop to the Sri Lanka Nurses Association following
the deadly bombings in that country in 2019. In the same year, we provided support to the
Bahamas following the devastation of Hurricane Dorian. In 2017, ICN helped to organise
support from member associations to NNAs in the Caribbean following the devastation of
Hurricane Irma.
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– Effie Taylor, ICN President, 1937-1947
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The war years have made for challenging times for the ICN. In 1945, we moved our
Headquarters to New York and continued to publish our quarterly publication, the International
Nursing Bulletin, from there. We have seen the hardships and personal distress of our members,
and are grateful for the lives that have been spared and that we continue to be in touch with
our colleagues in Europe.
Despite wars, political and economic chaos and racial and religious strife, the ICN has been
held together by a 'special glue' made by dedicated nurses. Its ingredients? Friendship,
collegial support and enthusiasm. Today the ICN is still thriving, leading and representing
nurses from all over the world. We pray that peace will prevail.
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Ninth ICN Congress, Atlantic City, USA
There was an interval of 10 years between the 1937 Congress in London and the next Congress
in Atlantic City, USA, in May 1947. The ninth Congress, hosted by the American Nurses’
Association, was attended by 6,592 nurses from 40 countries. Gerda Höjer (read more) from
Sweden was elected President under the Watchword, “Responsibility”.
Sessional presentations included topics on professional education; the functions of
professional organisations in taking care of the working conditions of nurses; minimum
requirements for nurse education; development of industrial nursing; shortage of nurses and
methods to beat it; recent legislation as it affected nurses in Great Britain and International
relief work for nurses. A speech was given by an outstanding scientist on the peacetime use of
atomic power.
Prior to the Congress, the Board of Directors and the Grand Council of ICN met in Washington,
D.C. The President, Executive Director, Treasurer and the Chairman of all Committees made
their reports at this meeting. Resolutions from national nurses associations were placed on
the agenda and, following approval by the Board, were transmitted to the Grand Council for
adoption.
During the Grand Council, general policies and work for the next quadrennial period were
outlined including the establishment of Committees in the Ethics of Nursing, Exchange of
Nurses, Nursing Service and Economic Welfare. Elected Officers for the next quadrennial
were: Gerda Höjer (Sweden) President; Mary Lambie (New Zealand) First Vice President;
Katherine J. Densford (United States) Second Vice-President; Grace M Fairley (Canada), Third
Vice-President, and G. E Davies (Great Britain) Treasurer. Anna Schwarzenberg resigned as
Executive Secretary. (ICN 1947)
In designating the significance of this post-war period, on 8 May 1947, during the Congress,
a letter was sent to ICN’s President Effie J. Taylor by Harry S. Truman, President of the
United States, expressing his best wishes for the continued success of ICN with the following
sentiment:
“Nurses of the United States, like those of our Allies, worked unstintingly in the
service of their country during the war in providing care for the disabled. They
shared the hardships of combat, asking no reward except the knowledge that
their sacrifices enabled others to live. Today the need for nurses is no less than
during the war years. Shattered bodies and minds lie in the wake of the most
destructive war in history. The sick must be nursed back to health.”
ICN (1947) 1947 Board of Directors Meeting ICN IX Quadrennial Congress, Atlantic City, N. J., United States of America The
International Nursing Bulletin (1947) Vol III (1) November:1-3

1947 Effie Taylor and Dame Ellen Musson

The Return to London
Originally established in London in 1899, ICN headquarters had move to Geneva in 1927.
This decision had been made because of its central location, the neutrality of Switzerland,
because the League of Nations was based there, and because Switzerland had no national
nurses association affiliated to ICN. In 1937, the question was again raised as to whether
the headquarters should remain in Geneva or be moved to London, Paris or Brussels. The
Swiss Nurses Association had applied for membership in 1937 and ICN staff reported feeling
isolated in Geneva. It was therefore decided that the headquarters would move to London (51
Palace Street). But World War II had meant another move for headquarters in 1939, first to
Effie Taylor’s home in Connecticut and then to New York – the USA being a neutral country
in the war at this time. After the war, in 1947, there was again discussion as to whether the
headquarters should be in London or Geneva, but the Board finally agreed to return to London
where headquarters had been just prior to the war. New premises were found at 19 Queen’s
Gate, London.
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Gerda Höjer
Gerda Höjer (1893-1974) was one of the most prominent and successful union leaders
of the 20th century. She promoted her professional field, nursing, through long-term and
purposeful work in many areas. She trained as a nurse during the First World War and worked
professionally until 1933, when she was employed as secretary in the Swedish Nurses'
Association. From 1945 to 1960, she was the chairman of the association, and became known
to the general public through a very prominent and successful wage battle in 1951. Gerda Höjer
worked internationally throughout her career and was chairman of the International Council of
Nurses in 1947-1953. In politics, she was a member of the city council in Stockholm from 1938
to 1949, and then the parliament from 1949 to 1960.
Tjānstemāns & Akademikers Arkiv (2016). Gerda Hojor’s prize. Available at: http://www.tam-arkiv.se/gerda_hojers_pris

Gerda Höjer
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Nursing the world to health – inspired by President Truman’s message to ICN – has been
chosen as the theme for International Nurses Day 2020. International Nurses Day is
celebrated around the world every 12 May, the anniversary of Florence Nightingale’s birth. ICN
commemorates this important day each year with the production and distribution of resources
and evidence around a theme.

The Return to London

(see story for background)
In 1955, ICN headquarters moved from 19 Queen’s Gate, London, where ICN had rented offices
to its own building “ICN House” at 1 Dean Trench Street, Westminster.
On 1 August 1966, ICN headquarters finally moved back to Geneva where it has remained ever
since. As the hub of international organisations, including the World Health Organization and
the United Nations, Geneva has proved to be an ideal setting for ICN.
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Miss Effie Taylor and Dame Ellen Masson

There was an interval of 10 years between the 1937 Congress in London and the next Congress
in Atlantic City, USA, which was held in May 1947. This Congress, hosted by the American
Nurses’ Association, was attended by 6,592 nurses from 40 countries. Gerda Hojer from
Sweden was elected President under the Watchword, “Responsibility”.
Prior to the Congress, the Board of Directors and the Grand Council of ICN met in Washington,
D.C. Here, general policies and work for the next quadrennial period were outlined, including
the establishment of Committees in the Ethics of Nursing, Exchange of Nurses, Nursing
Service and Economic Welfare. ICN ‘s President, Effie Taylor, was delighted to receive a letter
from Harry S. Truman, President of the United States, expressing his best wishes for the
continued success of ICN.
He said:
“Nurses of the United States, like those of our Allies, worked unstintingly in the service of their
country during the war in providing care for the disabled. They shared the hardships of combat,
asking no reward except the knowledge that their sacrifices enabled others to live. Today the need
for nurses is no less than during the war years. Shattered bodies and minds lie in the wake of the
most destructive war in history. The sick must be nursed back to health.”
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ICN and its Official Relationship with WHO
Unable to achieve its objective of peace and prevent World War II, the League of Nations
ceased its activities following the war and was succeeded by the United Nations which was
established on 24 October 1945 (UN 2007). The need for a single, intergovernmental health
organisation within the United Nations framework in the post war period was critical to this
objective. The World Health Organization (WHO) formally came into existence on 7 April 1948.
(WHO 1997; ICN 2009)
In June 1948, in Geneva, following a meeting of the First World Health Assembly, ICN
was elected into official relationship with WHO. This relationship conferred privileges and
responsibilities on which nurses individually and in organised groups needed to dwell.
Privileges of membership included ICN having the right to appoint a representative to
participate, without right of vote, in WHO meetings or in committees and conferences
convened under the authority of WHO. Membership meant ICN representatives had access to
non-confidential documentation as authorised by the Director-General and the right to submit
memoranda to the Director-General.
Responsibilities included ICN nurses’ association members working toward improved patient
health while working on WHO selected programmes, including combating Malaria, Tuberculosis
and Venereal Disease and the improvement of Maternal and Child Health. Since the discovery
of the insecticide, D.D.T, more emphasis was being placed on destruction of the mosquito
rather than prevention of transmission of Malaria, and the advances and use of chemotherapy
required less nursing care for Venereal Disease than in the past. However, Tuberculosis and
Maternal and Child Care presented different challenges for nurses. Good team work was
deemed essential by ICN in providing education programmes toward better hygiene, nutrition
and social conditions for positive health, thus contributing towards WHO programmes. As ICN’s
modest means could not contribute to all programmes, priority was given to nutrition and
other relevant health related programmes. (Bridges 1948)
Involvement by ICN in the provision of education was demonstrated in 1949 by Gwen Buttery
from ICN. She presented a paper on Tuberculosis Nursing in South Africa to the ICN Conference
in Stockholm. Her paper highlighted that Tuberculosis eradication was far from realised in
South Africa, where in 1948, 11,745 persons had died from the disease. She said the need to
address issues such as malnutrition, overcrowding, prevention and sanatoria treatment as well
as having more registered nurses in Sanatoria would help to reduce this death and morbidity
rates. Non-attendance to hospitals and non-compliance with medication, mainly Streptomycin,
were also contributory factors. (Buttery 1949)
ICN continued its involvement in WHO, attending the Second World Health Assembly that took
place in Rome, in June 1949. Bridges, ICN’s Executive Secretary, and over 50 government
delegations were in attendance. The agenda contained all the accepted priority activities of
WHO. Bridges, in speaking to the Assembly, outlined the membership of ICN and its associated
nurses association, which then totalled 350,000 nurses. She remarked that ICN’s objective
was to ensure the highest standard of nursing services and of nursing education in the
countries that were in membership and the attainment of such standards in countries that
were not in membership at this time. (WHO 1949)
United Nations (2007). History of the United Nations, www.un.org/aboutun/unhistory/
World Health Organization (1997). Changes and Reform at WHO, World Health Organisation, Geneva.
International Council of Nurses (2009) Sixty Year of Collaboration: International Council of Nurses and the World Health
Organization
Bridges D (1948) ICN elected into official relationship with the World Health Organisation, Meeting of First World Health
Assembly, Geneva The ICN Bulletin (1948) Vol IV (3) Autumn Issue: 2-7
Buttery G. (1949) Tuberculosis Nursing in South Africa. International Nursing Bulletin (1949) Vol V (2) Summer Issue: 21-23
World Health Organization (1949) The Second Assembly of the WHO, Rome. Bridges, ICN Executive Secretary was in
attendance. International Nursing Bulletin (1949) Vol V (2) Summer Issue: 26-27.

ICN and the United Nations Collaboration
In 1948, ICN received an invitation to participate in a United Nations Institute being held at
the headquarters of the United Nations (UN) in New York. The purpose of the institute was
to educate a group of educational leaders on the work of the UN and related agencies, to
provide an opportunity to observe international leaders and to promote an understanding of
the importance of international cooperation. ICN had, at that time, no official status with the
UN but due to the interest of its representative, Frances Smith, the Council was welcomed
and opportunity offered to confer on ICN’s application for membership of the UN and other
agencies in which ICN had interest. Effie J. Taylor was then appointed ICN representative by
the President to certain UN departments.
The Challenge of the United Nations had stressed the responsibility of education to youth and
emphasised that the future policies of the world, of which the UN was the symbol, rested in
the hands of young people and their teachers and of the need to blot from their consciousness
the ravages of war. ICN signed the resolution to work for the project of One Day’s Pay from
every nurse to be contributed to the UN Appeal for Children. ICN had hoped that nurses would
be inspired to contribute so generously that their hearts would be opened to the alleviation
of pain and want. This concept was carried throughout the world and international groups,
including ICN, received the concept of supporting children with enthusiasm.
Following this meeting in New York, a meeting of the UN Advisory Committee was held in
Geneva in which Monica Wuest, President of the Swiss Association of Graduate Nurses,
represented ICN, and during which the non-governmental agencies present were told that
the idea of the UN Appeal for Children had embraced the world and that workers in some
countries had expressed the desire to work overtime for this appeal. Nurses from around the
globe supported the appeal. It was further hoped that the International Children’s Emergency
Fund would be able to continue its work after this specific UN Appeal for Children was over.
One month later, in March 1948, approximately four million children were in receipt of a daily
supplementary meal, based on special protective foods such as milk, meats, fats and cod-liver
oil. (UN Advisory Committee 1948)
UN Advisory Committee (1948) United Nations Appeal for Children, Geneva. Miss Monica Wuest, President of the Swiss
Association of Graduate Nurses represented the ICN. The ICN Bulletin (1948) Vol IV (1) Spring Issue: 4-7.
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ICN TODAY
ICN and its Official Relationship with WHO
(see story for background)

ICN continues to develop and deepen our relationship with the World Health Organization
(WHO). We have a strong and close relationship with Elizabeth Iro, WHO’s Chief Nursing Officer,
who started her new position in January 2018. In October 2018, we signed a Memorandum
of Understanding with WHO and Nursing Now to support and advance nursing; and we work
closely with the WHO Director General, Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, who publicy
recognises the importance of nursing and is committed to strengthening the profession. ICN
continue to work with WHO on formal guidelines development and advisory groups.
ICN sends a delegation to the World Health Assembly – the decision-making body of WHO –
every year in order to . represent the voice of nursing at these important meetings of health
ministers and senior health officials from amongst the 194 WHO Member States, as well as
representatives from civil society and other stakeholders. We also lobby for governments
to include a nurse in their delegation, and we hold a nurses’ luncheon during the Assembly,
offering the opportunity for nurses from other NGOs and INGOs as well as nurse delegates to
exchange and consult on the profession at a global policy level.
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Swedish Nurses during ICN 50th Anniversary Conference in Stockholm

50th Anniversary Conference of ICN, Stockholm, Sweden
ICN’s 50th Anniversary Conference took place in Sweden in 1949. ICN and the Swedish Nurses’
Association welcomed 3,500 nurses from 35 countries. All nurses attending had to produce
evidence of ICN membership through their national nurses associations.
This conference offered ICN members the opportunity to enlarge their professional interests,
strengthen international relationships, and broaden the concept of what nursing means.
General Sessions included the place of nursing in any future scheme of medical care, nursing
education-methods of clinical Instruction and the history of nursing in the Nordic Countries.
During the conference delegates visited schools and hospitals, a Tuberculosis Centre, Child
Welfare Centres and a modern experimental Home for children with specific problems.
The Grand Council Meetings took place prior to the conference. Gerda Höjer, President of ICN,
and Daisy C. Bridges, ICN Executive Secretary greeted delegates. Bridges had been appointed
in 1948 and had taken up duties at ICN headquarters, which were back in London once again.
The President voiced her opinion that:
“It was a sign of good omen that after only two years they could meet again to
consider new developments.”
She also mentioned that the active membership of ICN had increased from 22 to 30 national
nurses associations following the re-instatement of the German Nurses Association the
Austrian Health and Nursing Association and the Japanese Nursing Association, and the
admission of the Italian Subsidiary of Nurses Association, the Korean Nurses Association, the
National Association of Southern Rhodesia, the National Association of Registered Nurses of
Haiti and the Turkish Nurses Association. Opportunities for nurse education, scholarship, travel
and migration of nurses were amongst the issues discussed by the Grand Council. (ICN 1949)
ICN (1949) Grand Council Meeting Congress of the International Council of Nurses, Stockholm, ICN’s Fiftieth Anniversary
Conference, Stockholm, Sweden The International Nursing Bulletin (1949) Vol V (2) Summer Issue: 5-7.
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50th Anniversary Conference, Sweden
– Gerda Höjer, ICN President, 1947-1953

I am delighted to welcome you all to ICN’s 50th Anniversary Conference here in Sweden. We are
proud to welcome 3,500 nurses from 35 countries!
This conference will offer ICN members the opportunity to expand their professional interests,
strengthen international relationships, and broaden the concept of what nursing means.
General Sessions will include: The place of nursing in any future scheme of medical care,
Nursing education – methods of clinical instruction, and The history of nursing in the Nordic
Countries.
I am delighted that Daisy C. Bridges, ICN Executive Secretary, has taken up her duties in the
ICN headquarters, which are back in London once again. And we continue to see the increase
of active membership of the ICN from 22 to 30 national nurses associations, following the
re-instatement of Germany, Austria and Japan and the admission of Italy, Korea, Southern
Rhodesia, Haiti and Turkey.
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